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At the start of last week I said
we have four very different and
very difficult tests away from
the Goldstar, minus the
partisan Seasiders supporters!

So far we have navigated our
way past two of them without
damage, other than a bit of
bruising, and plenty of those
supporters have been in
attendance, having made the
journey to Lowestoft and

beyond, into the dark recesses of Norfolk.

Gorleston were the first side we played in the FA Cup after we joined the ECL back in the
70’s, and we were staggered that they presented us with an invoice for something like £90 for
a coach, a huge sum in those days, with us also being naïve.

It was a bit of a wake-up call back then that we were ‘in with the big boys now!’ The bill of
course was nothing out of the ordinary, we just hadn’t hired coaches at that point, and got
transported around on a sponsored double decker bus with Townsend Thorensen on the



side! To add to our woes,
Gorleston won the tie 4-2.

That was then and this is
now… times have changed but
I still enjoy my trips to Emerald
Park, it’s what I call a proper
non-league ground, with stands
all round, a partisan home
crowd, who like to let the
opposition know they are
useless, but always a good
atmosphere, if somewhat
daunting on a first visit!

Last season we lost 2-1 and
finished the game with ten men, so
the management were wary of
getting sucked into a trap this time
round. In the end, the game was
closer than the scoreline would
suggest, although I felt we
deserved to win, the difference
between the sides being our front
men looking much sharper, and at
the other end having a ‘keeper on
the top of his form.

The hosts should have been ahead in the first minute when they got behind the defence, but
Mitch McKay pulled his shot across the six-yard box and wide of the far post with Danny
Crump beaten. It was a let off and an expensive miss for the Greens, as three minutes later
they were one down.

A quick fire move saw Jamal
Wiggins play in Scott Chaplin, who
played the ball to Joe Francis who
took the ‘keeper on, rounded him
and slotted the ball home, almost
the perfect start!

Crump then found himself busy,
firstly turning an effort from Kyle
Ingram round the post for a corner,
followed by a top quality stop to
deny Connor Ingram, who looked
certain to score as he closed in on



goal.

They were hugely important stops, and the Seasiders doubled their lead in the 19th minute
through a superb Stuart Boardley finish from the edge of the area, sending a looping shot
over Parkin after Nick Ingram & Chaplin had worked the opening before squaring the ball to
the Seasiders No8.

Three minutes later it was 3-0, this time Boardley setting up Chaplin to cross for Miles Powell
to power his 17th goal of the season beyond Parkin.

The visitors hammered home their
advantage through Joe Francis,
who got his second of the night
with a volley from 12 yards after
the Greens ‘keeper had made an
excellent stop, but could only parry
the ball out to The Seasiders No7,
who needed no second invitation
to rifle the ball past Parkin.

The second half was a pretty low
level affair, the Seasiders
protecting what they had while the
Greens battled away looking to get back in the game. They gave themselves a lifeline in the
63rd minute when they won a free kick in a central position, 22 yards out. Connor Ingram
stepped up to fire the ball past Crump off the underside of the bar, an excellent strike and no
more than they deserved on the night.

The Seasiders were playing well within themselves, and could or rather should have restored
their four goal advantage when Powell disposed a defender and rounded Parkin but then
delayed his finish, allowing the home side to clear the ball as it trickled towards the
unguarded net. There was a goal line clearance from Charlie Hitch but no further action at
either end as the visitors saw the game out and collected the three points.

   



Tweet

I spoke to joint manager Ian Watson after the game who said,

“Credit to Gorleston as they kept going strongly at us in the second half and did not stop,
despite being 4-0 down at half time. It could easily have been 4-3 at half time! The quality we
have going forward proved the difference in the sides. Milo was excellent, as was Chaplin.
Two great goals from Joe Francis and a sublime finish from Boardley!”

It’s on to Wisbech now and the next big challenge in the 1st round of the Buildbase FA Vase,
not an easy place to visit, but we have take each game as it comes, and hopefully the red &
white of Felixstowe will be prominent around the pitch.

See you there!
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